
FROM YOUR BLOCK SET

 For you: 3 cubes, a short 
board, 4 half-cubes, 3 bricks 

 For your child: 3 cubes, a 
short board, 4 half-cubes, 2 
bricks

 A selection of small 
dolls/figures

 A basket

10–15 minutes

DOLLS’ FURNITURE

Copycat, Copycat, Can You Do That? (Building by Imitation – Copycat All at Once)

Show your child all of the building blocks that they are going to use in the session, naming them one by one. Give 
them their own set in a basket. Say: Now let‘s play ‘Copycat’ like before. I am the Clever Mummy Cat and you are 
my Clever Little Copycat. Watch carefully! I’m going to build a whole construction, and when you hear me say 
‘Copycat, Copycat, can you do that?’ you have to copy my construction. Are you ready?

Take a cube and a brick and use them to make a chair. Ask your child to guess what you have made. If necessary 
make the task easier by putting a small doll or figure on the chair. Once they know what the construction is, help 
them to analyse its parts – i.e. the seat and back of the chair.

Now say: Copycat, Copycat, can you do that? When they have made their chair successfully, say: Clever Little 
Copycat! You watched really carefully and copied me exactly!

Ask your child to put the blocks away. Repeat the activity, making other pieces of furniture one at a time: a 
television table, a long table and an armchair, as in the photo above, asking your child to copy it (by saying: 
Copycat, Copycat, can you do that?) once the whole construction is complete.

Dolls’ Furniture (Building from Memory)

Give your child two little dolls or figures and say: These little people have come to see you. They are very excited 
and they are jumping up and down like this! Model their movements and let your child copy too. 

Now say: They are very tired. They would like to sit down to rest and to have a cup of tea. But they have nowhere 
to sit and nothing to put their cups on. Do you think you can remember how to build the four pieces of furniture 
that we built together earlier?

After your child has finished recreating the furniture, allow them to play with it and tell a story as they wish (or 
you could make up a story together). For example, the dolls sit on the chairs, have tea at the table, watch 
television and talk to each other.

Your child can copy your sequence of actions.
Your child can successfully replicate your construction.
Your child can compare the results of their own building activities with your model.
Your child can recreate earlier constructions from memory.

To develop the ability to analyse a simple construction
To foster understanding of the relationship between the 
structure of an object and its function
To develop the ability to imitate a sequence of actions, 
recreating the whole of a simple structure in one go
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